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Summary
In last November’s federal election, just over 60 percent of potential voters made
it to the polls. There are many reasons for this, but one, too often neglected, is
declining levels of political knowledge. Can we expect people who do not keep
up with political events to vote?
This is the question addressed in this paper. Using data from a series of
indicators, it develops the concept of “civic literacy” as a framework for comparing societies’ capacity for informed political participation. The main part of the
paper sets the Canadian situation into a wider, international context; it then goes
on to identify a number of policy initiatives needed to raise civic literacy in
Canada. These include efforts to enhance newspaper reading and to improve
adult and civics education. Our political institutions should also be reformed in
ways that will encourage political actors to engage in activities aimed at educating citizens about political matters. Given the nature of Canada and its constitution, much of the initiative in these areas must be taken at the provincial level.
The civic literacy approach developed in the paper is contrasted with the
prevailing current in the contemporary literature on declining political participation, which revolves around the concept of social capital, as developed notably
by Robert Putnam. It is argued that social capital does a poor job of explaining
differences in levels of voter turnout across countries or its recent decline.
Canada, for example, places seventh in the World Values Survey in social trust
and eighth in membership in various kinds of voluntary groups – two key measures of social capital – but only ranks above the US and Switzerland in voter
turnout. Civic literacy, on the other hand, shows a high level of correlation with
voter turnout.
Finally, the effects of low civic literacy are not neutral. In low civic literacy
societies like the United States, the interests of the economically disadvantaged
carry less weight since they are often excluded from informed political participation through lack of civic competence. In contrast, high civic-literacy societies
such as the Scandinavian countries tend to adopt policies that take into account
the full range of interests in society because they encourage political participation
across all sectors of society. The end result is more egalitarian economic and
social policies. Given current levels of civic literacy in Canada, there is reason to
be concerned that we are more likely to follow the American than the
Scandinavian path in the coming years.
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Résumé
À peine plus de 60 p. 100 des électeurs inscrits ont exercé leur droit de vote au
scrutin fédéral de novembre 2000. Plusieurs raisons expliquent ce phénomène,
mais on invoque rarement parmi celles-ci l’affaiblissement de nos connaissances
politiques. Pourtant, c’est un motif qu’on ne devrait pas négliger. En effet, peuton vraiment s’attendre à ce que les gens qui ne suivent pas l’actualité politique
aillent voter ?
C’est la question abordée dans cette étude. À partir de données tirées d’une
série d’indicateurs, le concept d’alphabétisme civique est développé pour
comparer l’aptitude des sociétés à participer à la vie politique. L’auteur s’emploie
à mettre en perspective la situation du Canada dans le contexte international, pour
ensuite proposer des mesures susceptibles d’enrichir la culture politique, qu’il
s’agisse de favoriser la lecture des journaux ou d’améliorer l’éducation civique et
la formation permanente. Il préconise aussi une réforme des institutions politiques visant à inciter nos responsables à mieux contribuer à la formation des
citoyens, en précisant que la plupart des initiatives proposées relèveraient des
provinces étant donné la nature de notre pays et de sa constitution.
Cette approche est mise en contraste avec le courant d’analyse dominant,
qui se fonde sur le concept de capital social notamment élaboré par Robert
Putnam. L’auteur montre que ce concept est d’un maigre secours pour expliquer
les variations de la participation électorale selon les pays ou la récente généralisation de son amoindrissement. Ainsi le Canada occupe-t-il le septième rang du
World Values Survey pour la confiance sociale et le huitième pour l’adhésion aux
organisations bénévoles – deux indices clés en la matière –, mais devance tout
juste les États-Unis et la Suisse pour la participation électorale.
Enfin, conclut l’auteur, les conséquences de l’analphabétisme civique ne
sont pas neutres. Dans les sociétés à faible culture politique comme les ÉtatsUnis, les groupes économiquement défavorisés ont du mal à défendre leurs
intérêts puisque leur maigre formation civique les exclut souvent de la vie
publique. Alors que dans les pays à forte culture politique, comme ceux de la
Scandinavie, on a tendance à adopter des politiques qui tiennent comptent des
intérêts de tous les secteurs de la société parce que tous sont incités à s’engager
dans la vie publique. Compte tenu du niveau de formation civique de sa population, on peut s’inquiéter de voir le Canada suivre dans les années à venir la voie
américaine plutôt que le modèle scandinave.
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There is nothing I want more than to be a teacher and maybe create more people like me who recognize the importance of taking
responsibility for the world…. I want to see more people voting…. I
don’t read the newspapers, I don’t watch the news. I figure, if something important happens, someone will tell me.
Justin Trudeau in The Globe and Mail, February 3, 2001

Introduction
Is it possible to be a good citizen without being politically informed? Can we
expect people who do not keep up with political events to vote? Turnout in
Canada’s most recent elections is certainly not reassuring. We need to know more
about the relationship between what Canadians know about politics and their
levels of political participation.
This is the question addressed in this paper. To begin to answer it,1 I bring
to bear data from a series of indicators, developing the concept of “civic literacy”
as a framework for comparing societies’ capacity for informed political participation. The main part of the paper sets the Canadian situation into a wider, international context; it then goes on to identify a number of policy initiatives needed to raise civic literacy in Canada.
This approach differs in important respects from the main current in the contemporary literature on declining political participation, which revolves around the
concept of social capital, as developed notably by Robert Putnam.2 I argue that
Putnam’s conceptualization is not all that helpful in explaining differences in levels
of voter turnout across countries or its recent decline in Canada. For Putnam, voting is one of a wider set of activities and attitudes that have been negatively affected
by a general decline in the participatory proclivities of American society. His Social
Capital Index used to compare US states is composed of fourteen indicators that
include participation and membership in various kinds of associations, level of
social trust, and two “measures of informal sociability”: “spend a lot of time visiting
friends”; and “average number of times entertained at home in the last year” – as well
as voter turnout in presidential elections.3 When applied internationally, the indicator of social capital typically used combines associational participation and levels of
social trust, the data for which are derived from the World Values Survey (WVS).
In the 1990 WVS, Canadians placed a respectable seventh in the proportion
agreeing that “most people can be trusted” (after the Scandinavians, Dutch and
Americans), and eighth in membership in various kinds of voluntary groups (after
the Scandinavians, Dutch, Americans and Germans). Yet the story is very different
6
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when we look at political participation. In a comparative analysis of the turnout of
potential voters in the 1990s,4 Canada placed above only France, Japan, the US and
Switzerland. And the situation has deteriorated since. Canada’s turnout among eligible voters declined by 2.5 percent in 1997 and by another 6 percent in 2000,
leaving Canada above only the US and Switzerland, and prompting Canada’s Chief
Electoral Officer to think out loud about adopting compulsory voting (as in
Australia, Belgium, Greece and Italy.)
Hence, though Putnam decries the decline of social capital in the United
States in recent decades, the reality for both Canada and the US is that, comparatively speaking, social capital is markedly higher than voter turnout. This anomaly
is due, I contend, to the fact that social capital, as conceived by Putnam, is not
directly related to political participation. The more crucial variable is what I term
civic literacy – simply put, the knowledge to be effective citizens. Many of the kinds
of activities associated with social capital do not contribute to civic literacy and,
hence, do not enhance political participation. Indeed, as argued below, enhancing
social capital is, by Putnam’s reasoning, primarily a societal concern. The promotion
of civic literacy, on the other hand, is partly a societal responsibility, but is also, to
an important degree, influenced by a country’s political institutions and the opportunities and incentives these provide for political actors to engage in the educational activities needed to nurture and sustain an informed polity.
The conclusion in short: democracy is, to transpose Putnam’s contention
about social capital, stronger in a community blessed with a substantial stock of civic
literacy. Stronger in the sense that levels of political participation are higher; stronger,
too, in the sense that policy decisions are more likely to take into account the full
gamut of interests and perspectives present in society. As discussed in the concluding section below, since informed individuals can better identify the effects policy
options have upon their own interests and those of others in their community, high
civic-literacy societies are more likely to attain long-term egalitarian economic outcomes. In low civic literacy societies like the United States, the interests of the economically disadvantaged carry less weight since they are more often excluded from
informed political participation through lack of civic competence. Given current levels of civic literacy in Canada, there is reason to be concerned that a similar pattern
may soon emerge in this country.

What is Civic Literacy and Why it Matters
The expression “civic literacy” encapsulates the closely linked concepts of “civic
engagement” (a key component of social capital for Putnam) and “literacy” or
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political knowledge. Unfortunately, we do not have the kind of systematic data
needed to directly compare countries as to their level of political knowledge. The
ideal indicator would be a direct one: that is, one based on the ratings of a large
number of countries on a battery of similar or identical questions that, together,
allow for a comparison of average levels of political knowledge. Unfortunately,
such a scale is not to be found.5
Nevertheless, data have been accumulating about what individuals, especially Americans, know about politics, and that is a good place to start. The result
of systematic gauging of public knowledge of American political institutions,
processes and leaders has been, as one observer summarized the situation, that
“the political ignorance of the American voter is one of the best documented data
[findings] in political science.”6 Of the many surveys that illustrate this, the most
authoritative is the National Election Survey (NES), which for many years has
been asking, among other things, which party is more likely to favour a strong
government.7 Only in 1964 did more than half the respondents choose the
Democrats (as opposed to the Republicans or “no difference”).
There is far less Canadian data, but what does exist is not especially comforting. There appears to have been a significant decline in the level of political
knowledge in the last 10 to 15 years. In the 1984 Canadian Election Study (CES),
close to 90 percent of Canadians could identify their provincial premier.8 This
went down to 77 percent in the 1997 Canadian Election Study. The 1997 CES
posed three additional knowledge questions, asking respondents to identify the
finance minister (37 percent correct), the US president (84 percent correct), and
Canada’s only woman prime minister (41 percent). Only 21 percent could
answer all 4 (27 percent answered 3 correctly, 28 answered 2, and 16 answered
1).9 This decline, according to Howe, is likely to continue, especially given the
comparative ignorance of young Canadians.
In a 1990 survey carried out for the Royal Commission on Electoral
Reform and Party Financing, 5 percent of Canadians could not name
the Prime Minister. In a similar survey commissioned by IRPP in March
2000, this had grown to 11 percent…. In 1990, 56 percent of 18 to 29
year olds were able to answer at most one of three political knowledge
questions correctly (Who is the PM? Who is the Liberal leader? Who is
the NDP leader?). For the survey sample as a whole, the figure was 16
points lower at 40 percent. By 2000, the younger group was lagging further still: when asked to identify the PM, finance minister and official
opposition, fully 67 percent of 18 to 29 year olds scored no more than
one out of three compared to 46 percent for the sample as a whole.10
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Other data sources point to similar disquieting conclusions. A 1997 citizenship survey reported in The Globe and Mail found that 45 percent of respondents failed to answer at least 12 of the 20 basic questions similar to those on the
citizenship test given to immigrants (only 62 percent could name the three levels
of government). The results led a prominent journalist to conclude that “A large
segment of Canadian society lacks much of the civic knowledge required to
understand and effectively participate in the country’s political life…[They are]
cut off from media stories, political debates and community discussions...[and]
lacking the shared ... context to interpret the aspirations of their fellow citizens,”11
If participation in political life requires some minimal knowledge of one’s
political environment, it is telling that 28 percent of those who sent in the 1997
CES post-electoral questionnaire could not identify a single candidate in their
constituency. While this may seem to be fairly low, methodological factors may
have biased the result somewhat. First, one expects higher rates of correct
responses from mailed-in ballots as it gives respondents time and opportunity to
find out the correct answer. In addition, we can assume that less than 72 percent
of the answers were correct. We do not know the precise proportion since, unlike
other countries in the Comparative Study of Electoral Systems (CSES), the CES
did not determine whether the names entered were correct. Because of this,
Canada is absent from a recent report which placed New Zealand first (83 percent), followed by Germany (76), Norway (69), Britain (60), Australia (58) and
the US (52) in the proportion of respondents able to identify correctly a candidate in the last election.12
Of course, a single question of this kind invariably places some countries at
a relative advantage (e.g. unitary New Zealand) or disadvantage (e.g. Norway,
which has only multi-member districts). Still, the rankings are corroborated by various comparative studies, though these are typically incomplete in terms of the
number of countries involved and/or the type of questions posed. A good example
is a study conducted in January 1994 by the Times-Mirror Center for the People
and the Press using representative samples from five countries. The differences in
responses to the five questions about international affairs13 are striking: the
Canadian respondents (with an average of 1.90 correct answers) placed above the
US (with an average of 1.67 right answers), but well below the others. The British
averaged 2.07, and the French 2.13. The German respondents (with an average of
3.58 right answers) were far and away the most knowledgeable.14
The relative performance of the three English-speaking countries in the
Times-Mirror test corresponds to those found in a study of domestic political
knowledge based on compilations of questionnaires asking Canadian, American and
British samples a number of questions testing knowledge related to their countries’
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legislatures.15 In another study limited to first-year university students, the British
again outclassed their American and Canadian counterparts. On questions about
past and present political leaders, the average percentage correct was 25 for both the
US and Canada; for Britain it was 42. In ranking foreign countries on the basis of
population and GDP, the three countries’ scores were 43, 45 and 72, respectively.16
Canada was also a participant in the international study with a relatively
large number of comparable countries that first drew public attention to important differences in levels of knowledge relevant to civic literacy, namely that conducted for the National Geographic magazine in the late 1980s.17 Of the respondents from the 10 countries, Canadians placed in the middle in their ability to
locate correctly 16 places on the world map. Sweden led with 11.6 average right
answers, followed by Germany with 11.2. Then came Japan, France and Canada
with 9.6, 9.3, and 9.2 respectively, followed by the US, UK and Italy with 8.6,
8.5 and 7.6. Mexico and Russia came last at 7.4.
A survey using a larger number of countries and skewed toward international politics showed similar results – except that Canada fared worse. The survey tested respondents’ ability to identify the United Nations Secretary General
(from a list of 5) and to name a UN agency.18 Figure 1, which compares the combined
proportions of respondents correctly answering both questions, illustrates that the
Figure 1
Knowledge of the United Nations
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Cumulative Percentage Correctly Answering Two Questions
Note: A list of country abbreviations can be found in Appendix 1.
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results correspond reasonably well to the impressions gained from the above
studies. The small countries of Northern Europe (along with Austria) had the
highest awareness, followed by Germany, France, Italy, Australia and the UK.
Canada, Ireland and, finally, the United States brought up the rear. While knowledge of international affairs is not an unbiased reflection of civic literacy, it is not
an entirely distorted one either.
Since the capacity to comprehend written information is a sine qua non of
political knowledge, levels of civic literacy are almost certainly influenced by levels of literacy more generally. There is, then, much to be learned from the results
of a highly sophisticated cognitive proficiency test developed by Statistics Canada
and administered by the OECD during the 1990s in twenty countries. The
International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS) tests the comprehension of a large
sample of the population (aged 16 and over) on three types of written materials:
narrative prose; documents, such as train schedules and medication instructions;
and problems requiring application of basic arithmetic skills.19
In what follows, the results for the fourteen mature democracies among
the 20 IALS countries are included.20 Overall, Canada places in the middle. On
the prose literacy scale, Canada ranks 5th behind Sweden, Finland, Norway and
the Netherlands (with the United States and the United Kingdom 10th and
13th). On the document literacy scale, however, Canada ranks 8th, and it places
only 9th on the quantitative literacy scale.
Figure 2 displays the average percentage of each country’s respondents
who score in the lowest of five categories in the three tests. This group might best
be described as functionally illiterate, corresponding, in our terms, to people
clearly lacking the literacy skills to comprehend the written material needed to
be competent citizens. As we can see, the ranking corresponds fairly well to differences observed in levels of factual political knowledge. Canada is at the bottom of a wide middle category, along with Belgium, Switzerland and Australia.
While the fit with knowledge of international affairs displayed in Figure 1 is not
perfect, it is close enough to suggest that general literacy skills and levels of political knowledge are associated.

Civic Literacy and Educational Attainment
For four of the last five years, the authoritative United Nations Development
Programme has rated Canada highest on its Human Development Index (HDI).
These rankings are determined in part by GDP per capita and life expectancy. But
the aspect of the HDI which, more than any other, has enabled Canada to con-
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Figure 2
Functional Illiteracy by Country
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sistently place at the top is the “educational attainment index.” How does this
jibe with the IALS findings on comparative literacy levels?
In fact, the IALS scores of the participating countries bear little resemblance to their ranking on the “educational attainment index.” Indeed, the rankings are virtually reversed: of the countries in the IALS, Canada places first in
educational attainment, the United States second, and New Zealand third, with
Sweden, Germany and Switzerland at the bottom.21
To understand this discrepancy, we first note that, unlike the IALS, the HDI
was established to compare all countries rich and poor. One component of the educational attainment score is the percent of the population able to read; but this
component simply places all the rich democracies in the same category (99 percent). This means that it is the second component, the average number of years
spent in school, which differentiates countries comparable to Canada on the educational attainment index. And Canadians, on average, do indeed spend more years
in school than people in all other countries, followed by Americans. So why are
Canadians’ long years in school not reflected in their functional literacy scores?
In part, this reflects the fact that while Canadians on average spend more
years in school, this does not translate into days, given Canada’s short school
year, especially at the university level.22 But beyond this, quantitative ratings such
as the educational attainment index tell us nothing about the quality of the edu12
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cation; that is, what is taught and retained. This is the dimension of education
most relevant to civic literacy.
One way of assessing educational quality is to consult comparative tests of
the knowledge of older students. The only recent such study is a test of skills in
mathematics and science – the Third International Mathematics and Science
Study (TIMMS) – given to students in the final year of secondary school.23
Among those from the comparable 13 countries, Canadian 16 year-olds placed
7th in mathematics and 8th in physics.
In weighing such results, it is important to consider not only mean scores,
but also the distribution of scores. Of particular concern, from a civic literacy
perspective, are those at the bottom end of the scale, whose lack of literacy skills
and political knowledge may be serious barriers to the most basic forms of democratic participation, such as voting. Those countries identified as having high
levels of political participation and adult literacy, the Scandinavian countries and
the Netherlands (though not Germany), not only achieve high average scores on
math and science literacy, they do especially well when it comes to the average
scores of their lower-scoring students. In Figure 3, we set out the combined average score in the TIMSS for those at the five-percent level. Comparing Figures 2
and 3 we can see that countries with lower levels of functional illiteracy among
their adult populations (in the IALS) tend to be those with the highest levels of
scientific literacy among the lower stratum of late secondary-school students.
Canada’s slightly above average score here is probably misleading since
Canada’s relatively high rate of high-school dropouts (discussed further below)
means that a disproportionately large number of potential low scorers were likely
not included. Support for such a conclusion is found in the results of the IEA
(International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement) Reading
Literacy Study of 1991, which tested reading skills (narrative, expository and document) of 14 year-old students in 32 countries. “In all three domains, New
Zealand, the United States and Canada (British Columbia) showed the widest range
of achievement between the lowest five percent and the highest five percent.”24
The data in Figure 4, based on the 1997 IALS report, are also not encouraging for Canada. The high civic-literacy countries, such as Sweden and the
Netherlands, do especially well in promoting literacy among those with the lowest level of education. Only 27 percent of Canadians over 16 without high school
completed are functionally literate, placing Canada 6th out of 10, compared to
62 percent for the first-place Swedes, and 17 for the last-place Americans.25
Such shortfalls in the achievement of universal literacy in Canada are worrying. The attainment of a high level of civic literacy depends, in good measure,
on the capacity of schools to bring students near the bottom to the basic level of
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Figure 3
Math and Science Literacy Levels Among Lowest Test Scorers
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Figure 4
High School Dropouts’ Literacy Rates by Country
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cognitive proficiency. Students must attain the functional literacy required to comprehend the basic texts and documents associated with competent citizenship.
The link between formal schooling and civic literacy is largely determined by the
degree to which the schools succeed in this endeavor. But also of importance are
the educational activities, formal and informal, that nurture and sustain civic literacy after formal schooling is completed. One obvious source of later learning is
adult education. The only close-to-systematic data comparing countries on the
provision of adult education is from the IALS and combines adult education with
training programs. The Nordic countries lead with annual participation rates over
or at 50 percent, followed by New Zealand at 48 percent. Except for Ireland and
Belgium, which trail with levels in the 20s, the remaining comparable countries
cluster between 44 and 37 percent. Canada is at 39 percent. Unfortunately, we
have no breakdown between adult education and training programs, but we do
know that a distinct majority in Canada is in job training.26
Another study also suggests that Canada’s record in adult education leaves
a great deal to be desired. Table 1 reveals that not only do Canadians – as expected – participate less in adult education than Swedes, but that the difference is
especially acute among those with the least formal education. The ratio of university graduates participating in adult education compared to those with less
than nine years of education is 9 to 1 in Canada, but only 3 to 1 in Sweden.
Table 1
Percentage of Participants in Adult Education (1983)
Educational background
Fewer than 9 years of schooling
Upper secondary school
University education

Canada

Sweden

5
19
45

21
46
64

Source: Kjell Rubensson, “Adult Education Policy in Sweden, 1967-1991,” Policy Studies Review,
Vol. 13, nos. 3-4 (1994), pp. 367-90.

In the IALS survey, Canada places fourth in average number of hours of
adult education and training (after New Zealand, Denmark and Finland –
Sweden is not included), but falls behind Australia, the Netherlands, Norway
and Switzerland if job-related education and training is excluded.27 This pattern
is confirmed by a study by the Department of Human Resources and Regional
Development, which identified 32 percent of Canadians as having participated in
1993 in some form of adult education and training, among whom over 60 percent were involved in job-related training.28
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Civic Literacy and Media Consumption
Apart from education, the primary contributor to functional literacy and political knowledge is media consumption. Indeed, it is possible to regard using the
media as a regular source of information as a form of adult education. Individuals
who read newspapers, in Canada as elsewhere, are politically more knowledgeable. Baker et al. report that “the predictor that accounted for the most variation
in knowledge about parliament among Canadians was one that tapped whether
they read a newspaper daily.”29
Figure 5 sets out the comparative data on annual daily newspaper circulation.30 We can see that Canada fares very poorly, ranking above only Italy and
Ireland.
Figure 5
Daily Newspaper Circulation per 1,000 (1995)
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Source: UNDP, Human Development Report (New York: Oxford, 1998), p. 193.

But despite these low circulation numbers, a larger proportion of
Canadians than Americans report getting their news from newspapers.31 The reason for this is the high consumption in the United States of alternative media
forms less likely to promote civic literacy, in particular television. Table 2 presents comparative data on two aspects of television consumption: hours of televi16
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sion viewing per week and per capita spending on television advertising. The latter measure is relevant from a civic literacy perspective because other things
being equal, the more commercial considerations enter into decisions on “news
and public affairs” programming, the lower their actual public-affairs information
content.32 The United States leads in both categories. Canada, however, is not far
down the list, ranking fifth in average hours of television viewing per week and
seventh in per capita expenditures on television advertising.
The data in Figure 5 and Table 2 are used to create a combined indicator
termed “television dependency.” The television-dependency scale is based equally on countries’ relative rating on newspaper reading and commercial television
consumption. The latter is a compound measure composed equally of the two
elements in Table 2, average weekly television watching and per capita spending
on television advertising. Countries, the data reveal, tend to be high in commercial television consumption, or in newspaper circulation, but not both (or neither). Indeed, they cluster into two polar types: in one, there are roughly four to
five people for each daily newspaper and commercial television watching is
widespread and frequent; in the other, newspaper circulation is around one for
every two people and there is far less recourse to commercial television. The
overall television dependency scores for Canada and other comparable countries
can be found on the y-axis in Figure 6.33
As expected, there is a close relationship between television dependency
and the measures of literacy and political knowledge described above. Figure 6
plots the close relationship between TV dependency and functional illiteracy
(from Figure 2); the correlation coefficient of 0.59 indicates a strong positive relationship between the two variables. Figure 7 is even more striking, revealing a
remarkably strong inverse relationship between knowledge of the United Nations
and TV dependency.

The Impact of Civic Literacy on Political
Participation
The data presented in the previous sections strongly suggest that Canadians,
despite Canada’s top ranking on the United Nations Human Development Index,
should not be complacent about the state of civic literacy in this country. Low
levels of political knowledge, relatively high rates of functional illiteracy and high
consumption of commercial television all point to a polity comparatively weak
on the civic literacy scale.
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United States
Japan
United Kingdom
Italy
Canada
Australia
Ireland
Germany
Belgium (Fr)
France
New Zealand
Switzerland (It)
Denmark
Finland
Switzerland (Fr)
Netherlands
Austria
Belgium (Fl)
Norway
Switzerland (Ge)
Sweden

Country

28:20 (1994)
27:39 (1992)
25:40
24:08
22:48
22:45 (1992)
22:17
21:49
21:49
20:39
18:45 (1994)
17:51
17:09
16:55 (1994)
16:48
16:41
15:31
15:31
15:21
14:35
14:35

Hours:minutes

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Rank

United States
Japan
New Zealand
Australia
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reference details, see Milner, Civic Literacy, Appendix III.
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Figure 6
Functional Illiteracy and TV Dependency
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Figure 7
Correlation of Knowledge of United Nations and TV Dependency
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In this section, we consider the implications of these findings for political participation. What is the relationship between civic literacy and political participation?
Certainly, at the individual level, the connection between political knowledge
and voting is well established. The Post-Kaiser-Harvard survey study of American voters cited above found that “those in the highest third of the survey in terms of political knowledge were twice as likely to have voted in the 1994 presidential election as
those in the lowest third.”34 The relationship between knowledge and voting is even
stronger for off-year legislative elections.35 There are similar findings for Canada. We
know, from an analysis of the 1997 CES data, that the more politically knowledgeable
were nine percent more likely to have voted. The only variable that had a greater effect
among the other nineteen tested – which included education and political interest –
was age.36 Likewise, a recent IRPP study reported that 69 percent of those who had
answered no more than one political knowledge question correctly said they had voted
in the 1997 federal election, compared to 90 percent of those with three right.37
Aggregate data also support the contention that voter turnout is closely
related to levels of political information. While aggregate turnout comparisons
are usually limited to legislative elections, the analysis below focuses on turnout
in local elections,38 which is arguably a more faithful expression of civic engagement.39 Such data are far more difficult to assemble, however, with the result that,
in a few cases, especially the federal states, they are somewhat incomplete.40 This
includes Canada, for which mean turnout in contested municipal elections in
Ontario and Alberta is used, along with data from Quebec.41
Figure 8 plots average voter turnout in local elections (excluding countries
with compulsory voting in such elections) against TV dependency. We observe that
the Scandinavian countries, along with the Netherlands and the German-speaking
countries, are high in turnout and low in TV dependency. The opposite is the case for
the English-speaking countries. The correlation coefficient of 0.64 corresponds to
that derived when average voter turnout in local elections is plotted against functional
literacy (0.63) and knowledge of the United Nations (0.69). The strength of these
correlations suggests a connection between levels of political knowledge in a country
and the degree of political participation by its citizens. Canada’s position on Figure 8
makes it dramatically clear that we are lagging behind many comparable countries on
some important barometers of the vitality of our democratic system.
These findings concerning media consumption and political participation are
consistent with Putnam’s assertion that newspaper reading is associated with high
levels of social capital and TV viewing with low levels.42 Indeed, Putnam indicts
increased TV viewing as the main culprit for the decline in social capital in the
United States over the past several decades. Television, he argues, destroys social
capital by taking time away from civic engagement and by making viewers less trust20
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Figure 8
Television Dependency and Municipal Voting
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ful of the world outside their homes. Lower levels of political participation and a
diminished democracy are the result.
An alternative account of the impact of television on the quality of democratic life is suggested by the foregoing analysis. Putnam, I would contend, is right about
television, but – when it comes to voting at least – for the wrong reason. Missing from
his analysis is the fact that television viewing, and commercial television viewing in
particular, tends to replace newspaper reading, and thereby reduces the quantity and
quality of relevant knowledge that helps determine whether the citizen decides to
vote and otherwise participate politically. Television matters not because it erodes
social capital but because it inhibits the development of civic literacy.

How to Raise the Level of Civic Literacy in
Canada
This section signals possible ways of enhancing civic literacy in Canada under
three headings: education, media use and political institutions. It draws largely
on programs and practices already in place in the high civic-literacy
Scandinavian countries. A number of possible courses of action are put forward,
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but the various proposals can be effective, it must be stressed, only as part of an
integrated strategy to raise civic literacy in Canada.
Education
Civics education
At first blush, the most likely method of improving levels of civic literacy
is civics education. The province of Ontario, for one, is putting in place a new
civics curriculum that places emphasis on participatory learning. There are many
programs of this kind being implemented in the US43 and in other countries typically aimed at high-school students.44 However, the existing, by no means systematic, evidence suggests that adolescence is a stage in life not especially conducive to the kind of learning stressed in civics courses.45 The overwhelming evidence of low political knowledge among young people in the US leaves one skeptical about any long term effects of civics courses, given that such courses – typically about US government – are already part of the curriculum for the majority of American high-school students.46 While there is some American and
Swedish evidence that civics courses taken in very late adolescence do enhance
the political knowledge of students,47 even there we do not know to what extent
the information acquired in such courses is retained into adulthood. Nor does
there appear to be any systematic information enabling us to compare Canada
with other countries on the provision of civics education courses. Given limited
resources, the best course of action, it appears, would be to aim civics (i.e. introductory political science) courses at 16 to 18 year-olds still in school.
As far as younger students are concerned, priority should be placed on fostering habits of general literacy during the period of compulsory schooling. Part
of this effort must consist of identifying and counteracting societal developments
that lead young people, and young men especially, to drop out of school in their
mid-teens and face a life of functional illiteracy.48 The challenge is to ensure that
students are inculcated with literacy skills, and encouraged to develop what the
IALS calls “habits of literacy”: reading newspapers and books, using libraries,
making use of different sorts of maps, writing letters. The first priority should be
to inculcate habits of literacy in the overall student population, including those
likely to leave school at an earlier stage as well as those destined for post-secondary education.
Adult Education
Literacy habits and political knowledge acquired at school can be reinforced to promote civic literacy among adult citizens in three ways: the media,
the activities of parties and other political actors and through educational – as
22
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distinguished from training – programs aimed at adults. To judge by the Speech
from the Throne early in 2001, adult education is a major Canadian priority. But
rhetoric is always easy. Even if more money goes to adult-education researchers
and professionals, overall numbers of participants are not likely to be meaningfully affected. I am persuaded that the study circles run by political parties, trade
unions and similar groups, so much a fixture of democratic life in Sweden, very
much contribute to civic literacy.49 But words and money from Ottawa will not
do the job here. The Canadian provinces generally lack the infrastructure around
which such activities are organized in Swedish towns and cities. The first priority is to identify just what kinds of programs are being offered and who is using
them,50 and then invite the provinces to develop a coordinated strategy. In the
meantime, significant resources should be targeted at programs (described in the
next two sections) that could more immediately promote reading and knowledge-enhancing forms of media consumption.
The Media
Print
There are a number of avenues to foster reading. One, all but ignored in
North America, is the use of subtitling, an unconscious but very effective method
of reinforcing reading ability. Typically in the small language communities of
Europe, including Scandinavia, all foreign language television programs, films
and videos are subtitled, an idea most directly applicable to Quebec (as further
discussed below). In Canada, subtitling in the other official language might be
undertaken, an approach that would help foster bilingualism and, as an added
bonus, contribute to enhanced reading skills. But while subtitling is technically
easy and relatively inexpensive, there are political costs to such policies that
politicians are likely to prove loath to pay.
There are, however, other specific measures that could encourage the reading of books. Though some provinces are more effective in this than others, all
can learn from a number of Scandinavian programs. Libraries in Sweden, for
example, provide free home delivery for shut-ins and services to hospitals and
homes for the elderly.51 An exemplary measure is the Swedish program that
places in the hand of the nurse at the time of the first post-natal home visit “The
Child’s First Book,” a compilation of rhymes and stories for children. The program is designed to underscore that reading, like proper nutrition and hygiene,
is vital to the development of a healthy child.
Still, the most important single aspect of maintaining reading literacy –
and promoting civic literacy specifically – is regular newspaper reading. We have
seen how civic literacy varies inversely with television dependency. With one
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daily paper in circulation for every two people, the Nordic countries stand out as
that corner of the world where reading daily newspapers remains an unquestioned part of everyday life.52 And not accidentally. Efforts are made to encourage
newspaper readership at all levels. For example, the daily newspaper 8 Sidor (8
Pages) is published in simple Swedish and distributed to those with low reading
skills. Cassette recordings of the daily newspapers are sent out free of charge to
people with dyslexia or vision impairments. And there are newspapers targeted
at immigrants, the form and content of which is designed to help them understand current issues.
There is an unambiguous positive relationship between government efforts
at encouraging newspaper reading and national circulation figures. Norway,
Finland and Sweden subsidize daily newspapers that are not leaders in their markets to an amount averaging around 11 percent of their revenues, and 3 to 4 percent of all newspaper revenues.53 Countries like the Netherlands, Belgium,
France and Denmark offer some form of indirect press subsidies beyond fairly
standard VAT (GST) exemption or reduction.54 The overall result is that in much
of Europe, unlike in North America where such exemptions are rare, reading
newspapers remains a part of daily life for most people.
Given ingrained habits, cost-reducing subsidies are not likely to bring us
up to Northern European readership levels, but they could stem the decline. And
the arrival of Metro, a free, quality daily paper (originated and half-owned by a
Swedish company) distributed in the subway in Toronto and Montreal might
conceivably have some impact on the literacy habits of commuters.
The Electronic Media
So far, the Internet, like television and radio, is a complement and not a
substitute for newspaper reading when it comes to civic literacy. The evidence is
that those people who use the Internet for information are those who read newspapers for the same purpose.55 It is public television, despite its declining audience share, that still serves in most countries56 to complement the civic-literacy
enhancement effect of newspaper reading.57 The United States, with its tiny public broadcasting sector, has witnessed the most dramatic replacement of newspapers by commercial television as a source of information.58
To avoid a similar outcome in Canada, efforts to reinforce public broadcasting must be redoubled. Recent moves have not been encouraging: a comparative study of financial support for public broadcasting between 1995 and 1998
found that Canada has been losing ground, with money for public television
dropping 28.8 percent – the largest decline for all OECD countries.59 New funding has been promised the CBC in the 2001 Throne Speech, but not enough to
24
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keep its president from anticipating further cuts. Yet, as revealed by the latest
MacLean’s annual poll,60 support for public broadcasting is stronger than one
might expect, with only a third of respondents favouring the sale of the CBC to
the private sector.
Of course, in the era of the Internet and 500 television stations, the cause
of public television, like that of newspaper reading, may be a lost one.61 But the
opposite may also prove to be the case. The MacLean’s poll found 61 percent to
approve of restrictions on foreign content. There appears to be significant public
support for the type of Canadian content most likely to be provided by a public
broadcaster.
Political Institutions
Enhancing the Informational Activities of Political Actors
The high civic-literacy Scandinavian countries are leaders in providing a
range of measures supporting the informational activities of political parties, the
prime organizational actors disseminating political knowledge. Scandinavian
newspaper subsidies were established not simply to foster diversity in the media,
but also to facilitate the public presentation of party viewpoints. Adult education
in these countries also serves this end. In Sweden, each of the parties is associated with one of eleven adult educational associations that organize state-supported study circles for their member organizations. Especially in the period before
an election, the parties use study circles to familiarize party members and sympathizers with their programs and strategies.62
Another method of assisting parties in their educational activities, this pioneered in relatively high civic-literacy Germany, is the establishment of publicly
funded think tanks associated with the parties. The 1992 report by the Royal
Commission on Electoral Reform and Party Financing (the Lortie Commission)
recommended that something similar be done in Canada.63
In addition to these measures, there is a generous system of direct subsidies to the political parties in the Nordic countries. The contrast with the United
States, with its dependence on vast sums of private funds to pay for television
advertising and other forms of political communication, is striking. The negative
informational effect of unlimited campaign spending and unregulated access to
television commercials in the United States (unlike all comparable countries) is
indisputable. The effect is dampened in Canada by our provision of free television and radio time to the political parties.
A related set of policies from which we can learn concerns transparency in
political information dissemination, namely the regulations that govern the availability and accessibility of information related to the public interest. I am think-
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ing in particular of the Nordic countries’ requirement that public institutions
open their books to interested citizens, with ombudspersons appointed to ensure
that this is done.64
Proportional Representation
As argued in greater detail elsewhere, the well-established turnout boost
associated with electoral systems based on proportional representation (PR) is, in
large part, an expression of civic literacy: PR enhances civic literacy by simplifying the political map and reducing the incentives for politicians to distort information.65 In briefly summarizing that argument here, the discussion is limited to
the effects of the electoral system, though it should be noted that PR systems typically go hand in hand with other regulations facilitating the representation of
smaller parties.66
We know that PR boosts voter turnout – some estimate the effect to be as
high as 9 to 12 percent – but we do not know just how. Most directly, the boost
is due to every vote counting under PR. Each voter in a PR election is like a resident in a highly contested single-member district, which we know to experience
higher turnout.67 But it is less a matter of the individual’s increased chance of
affecting the outcome, which, in reality, is still minuscule, than of the different
incentives placed on political parties.
These incentives affect, firstly, how parties invest their limited resources. In
a first-past-the-post (FPTP) election, parties ignore many voters, investing much
effort and money to get the attention of voters in close contests.68 Unlike PR,
FPTP exaggerates a party’s geographic weak spots, creating a disincentive against
involvement in regions where it has relatively little support. Under PR, by contrast, since every vote counts equally toward electing representatives of one’s preferred party, parties have an incentive to inform all voters of their programs.
Electoral systems also affect where parties position themselves politically and
how consistently they abide by their principles. The representational logic of PRbased, multi-party systems is to inhibit precipitous changes to a party’s principles
and identity, that is, the elements that constitute its place on the political map.
Political actors, and the voters themselves, can thus count on a clearly drawn and
stable political map on which to plot their own paths. For political actors, this
includes reliable expectations about which other actors to cooperate with and over
what issues. Under FPTP, on the other hand, electoral prospects are maximized by
targeting the median voter, leading to the blurring of policy differences between
major parties and an undue emphasis on personality at the expense of policy debate.
Finally, electoral systems affect how parties represent the platforms of their
opponents. Under PR there is less incentive for political leaders – who may very
26
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well need their opponents’ support to form coalitions after the election – to
inhibit the awareness of the electorate of alternative positions on the issues of the
day. For FPTP-based political actors, on the other hand, coalition government is
an unlikely outcome and they therefore have an interest in misrepresenting the
policies of other parties in ways likely to cause them electoral harm.
The absence of PR thus means a public less politically informed than
would otherwise be the case. Moreover, not all strata in society are equally affected. By making it easier to identify with a political party, PR fosters political participation especially at the lower end of the income and education ladders where
information is at a premium. Unfortunately, it is extremely difficult to argue the
case for PR in Canada. The great majority of Canadians, including most opinion
leaders, have yet to notice that Canada is the only old Westminster democracy
that has not partially or, in the case of New Zealand, fully abandoned FPTP.
Provincial Jurisdiction and a “Distinct” Strategy for – and by – Quebec
Given that many of these policies lie in provincial areas of jurisdiction, the
specific application of the prescriptions outlined above will often differ to reflect
the specific conditions in each province. This is clearly the case as far as Quebec
is concerned. Without assuming all other provinces and regions to be the same,
Quebec clearly differs from English-speaking Canada in the relative strength of
its democratic underpinnings of civic literacy and political participation.
On the participation side, Quebecers turn out more in provincial, and, not
infrequently, federal elections; they tend to be more interested in politics and
more involved in political parties. Caldwell and Reed found that though
Quebec’s overall participation rate in voluntary organizations is one fifth lower
than Ontario’s, it is 50 percent higher for political organizations.69 And, using
data from the 1990 World Values Survey, Johnston and Soroka found lower levels of organizational membership and interpersonal trust in Quebec but higher
levels of political trust compared to the rest of Canada.70
As for literacy, civic and otherwise, Quebecers read fewer newspapers and
watch more television than Canadians as a whole.71 This is especially the case among
less-educated Quebecers, of whom 69 percent state television to be their primary
source of information, compared to 53 percent in the rest of Canada.72 In the IALS
prose comprehension test, a very high 28 percent of Quebecers were functionally
illiterate (level 1) compared to 20 percent for the rest of the country,73 with the average score about 10 percent lower. The difference is due to the combined effect of
lower levels of formal education among francophones (older ones especially), and a
weaker “literacy habit.” On the (weekly) indicators of literacy practices, anglophones
consistently outscored francophones: 66 percent to 54 percent on reading daily
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newspapers, 56 to 40 on reading books, 28 to 18 on visiting a library, 41 to 26 on
writing letters.74 As far as younger Quebecers are concerned, the problem is not one
of lower quality education: performance data collected for the provincial ministers
of education in recent years show Quebec students, especially the francophones,
near or at the top.75 The problem appears to be that Quebec high schools allow a
larger proportion of students to drop out before completion.
Hence, while the federal government’s recent concerns with adult education and literacy are to be welcomed, Quebec will need to retain its autonomy in
education, training and culture and communications in order to address its most
pressing problems – high dropout rates and weak literacy habits. In the latter
instance, more effort is needed to foster newspaper reading and library use, and
to develop adult education programs reflecting the particular needs of its citizens. As noted, an effective instrument would be the gradual replacement of dubbing by subtitling in films, videos and even television. This will undoubtedly be
a hard political sell, given that there is a strong pro-dubbing lobby among
Quebec actors, and given the fact that some Quebec nationalists – though fewer
these days than in the past – presume that greater direct access to English-language content weakens Quebec culture.
As far as high school dropouts are concerned, a good case can be made
that some of the money awarded by Ottawa through the Millennium Scholarship
program and the newly established university research chairs could have been
better spent on programs addressing the excessive number of dropouts in
Quebec, among boys particularly. As a general rule, the emphasis on “national”
programs in these areas must give way to the principle that the provinces are best
suited to identify and serve the civic-literacy needs of their citizens.

Conclusion: Civic Literacy and Social Equality
The central message of this paper is that high levels of civic literacy are necessary
to sustain widespread political participation in a democracy. From this another
conclusion follows: that high-civic literacy societies, because they encourage
political participation across all sectors of society, will tend to adopt policies that
take into account the full range of interests in society. If the desire of Canadians
to sustain a welfare state qualitatively different from that of the United States76 is
to be met, we must be aware of these important linkages between civic literacy
and the maintenance of egalitarian social and economic policies.
Canada was unusual among the wealthy countries in the mid-1990s, in
that its disposable income was as equally distributed at that point as it had been
28
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a decade earlier, with the result that Canada went from a position closer to the
US to one closer to the Scandinavian countries. Yet, while Canada lies as close to
Scandinavia as to the US in the generosity of its welfare state, this is not the case
when it comes to civic literacy. Indeed, as we have seen, it is only the United
States that Canada unambiguously surpasses on the indicators of civic literacy.
Figure 9, drawn from the data of the final report of the IALS,77 dramatically captures the close relationship between income inequality and civic literacy. Its
message is undeniable: democratic societies that more equally distribute intellectual
resources – i.e. high civic literacy societies – also more equally distribute material
resources.78
Canada’s position on Figure 9 suggests that Canadians face an important
choice at this juncture. We can move horizontally or vertically away from our
outlying position: the former means attempting to raise literacy, civic literacy in
particular, in the ways described above; the latter means allowing inequality to
increase to the point where it is congruent with our poor showing on the civic
literacy scale. A society with 40 percent of its citizens excluded by a lack of the
basic resources needed for civic competence from active, informed citizenship
will ultimately choose policies – and reinforce the institutions underlying these
policies – significantly different from those of a society with only 15 percent
excluded. As a recent study comparing American states concluded:

Disposable Income Inequality – Gini

Figure 9
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Even after adjusting for other factors that might predict state welfare policy – the degree of public liberalism in the state, the federal government’s welfare cost-matching rate for individual states, the
state unemployment rate and median income, and state taxes –
robust relationships were found between the extent of political participation by lower-class voters and the generosity of state welfare
payments. In other words, who participates matters for political outcomes, and the resulting policies have an important impact on the
opportunities for the poor to lead a healthy life.79

The choice we are facing should be placed in the context of accelerating
economic globalization and the growing danger of a widening digital divide. The
question is this: how can we avoid mirroring a globalized world economy, with
its minority of “winners” and a majority of “losers,” losers not so much due to
economic deprivation, but to their inability to take informed action to make their
society better for themselves and others? Only high civic-literacy societies, institutionally arranged so that a substantial majority of their citizens can count on
meaningful maps to guide them through the complex decisions that their community faces, can hope to do so. Canadians may not be agreed on whether to follow the well-paved, high-inequality highway the United States has laid out, or
the rockier, more egalitarian path of Northern Europe, and Scandinavia in particular. But most would agree, I believe, that we should not simply rest on our
laurels and find ourselves navigating with a political map from which the high
civic literacy road is omitted.
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Appendix 1: Country Abbreviations
AUL
AU
BE
CA
DN
FI
FR
GE
IR
IT
JA
NE
NO
NZ
SWE
SWI
UK
US

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Netherlands
Norway
New Zealand
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom
United States
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